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Address Estron Marketing Pte Ltd
Blk. 22 woodlands link No. 03-07 
738734 Singapore

Country Singapore

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Floor Spring

Suitable for left,right opening, single-door, double-doors opening.
Available in 3 sizes for door weights of up to 120kg and widths of up to 1300mm.
Wide range of functions: back-check, mechanical, hold-open.
The door can be held at an angle of 90 degree.
Easy to adapt to individual requirements with dual valve control 20 to 0 degree and 130 to 20 degree.

 Shower Hinges

Glass thickness: 8mm and 10mm
Width: up to 750mm with a maximum weight of 45kg per 2 hinges
Hinge swings: 90 in and 90 out
Self-closing function approximately from 25 degree
Glass cut-out required

 Sliding Door Gears,

Suitable for 10-12mm thick glass
Gentle, easy action and no glass preparation

 Movable Glass Partition Systems

ESTRON Sliding and Stacking System, the individual (single) panel sliding-stacking system provides the ulimate in versatility and flexibility. This is a
storefront and entrance system that can easily and efficiently slides completely out of sight when desired. It´s unique features are heavy duty overhead
track carrying semi-frame glass door panels up to 4.0m height, innovative dual nylon wheels for each for each carriage for better weight distribution
and stability-hence eliminating undue sways and reducing track/wheel friction on travelling. 
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